Vital Records Upton Massachusetts Year 1850
from the vital records of westminster, massachusetts, 1750 ... - appendix 02 1 from the vital records of
westminster, massachusetts, 1750 - 1849 births gibbs amanda eveline, daughter of george w and catherine,
may 27 1830, in upton vital records to 1850 - mass - vital records to 1850 the vital records to 1850 series
was compiled and published in the early 20th century for many municipalities in massachusetts. these
volumes include birth, marriage, and death information and are transcribed from town and church records,
cemeteries, and private sources. the volumes are typically arranged by birth, marriage, and death, and
alphabetically by family surname ... towns included in the massachusetts vital records to 1850 ... towns included in the massachusetts vital records to 1850 database (as-of march 2, 2016) : abington acton
alford amesbury amherst andover arlington ashburnham ashfield athol vital records of danvers,
massachusetts, to the end of the ... - title: vital records of danvers, massachusetts, to the end of the year
1849, volume 1 author: danvers this is an exact replica of a book. the book reprint was manually improved by
a team of professionals, as opposed to automatic/ocr processes used by some companies. however, the book
may still have imperfections such as missing pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. that were a part of the ...
vital records of hopkinton, massachusetts, to the year 1850 - title: vital records of hopkinton,
massachusetts, to the year 1850 author: hopkinton mass this is an exact replica of a book. the book reprint
was manually improved by a team of professionals, as opposed to automatic/ocr processes used by some
companies. however, the book may still have imperfections such as missing pages, poor pictures, errant
marks, etc. that were a part of the original text ... pdf alphabetical by groom marriage records 1900 1930 - alphabetical by groom marriage records 1900 - 1930 groom (alpha seq.) bride last first middle last first
middle date married amoroso albert gilbert jos. hammond helen grace june 17, 1929 descendants of
thomas saltmarsh - saltygen - descendants of thomas saltmarsh generation no. 1 1. ... massachusetts17,
and died unknown in upton, worcester, massachusetts18. notes for thomas saltmarsh: name listed as
salltmarsh in vital records of haverhill volume 2. this record also says "of london" came to charlestown and
became a freeman (citizen) in 1730. he moved to watertown and held term offices. licensed innkeeper
1735-1769. was ... upton tea quarterly - static.uptoncdn - years, while other buildings, vital for the city’s
prosperity and safety, were not replaced with the same sense of urgency.” excerpted from: edward jerman , by
helen collins.
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